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the movie begins as sofia
(kanamachi) starts her regular daily
routine. she goes to school then
returns home. after her quick lunch
she goes to her gym (where she
meets her friend milla (sayani
ghosh)) and then to her gymnastics
class. after that she goes for
shopping and eventually back home.
at this point she should come back
but suddenly something happens and
somehow she finds herself in the
streets of kolkata. this sets the stage
for a delightful and entertaining
journey of a girl who likes to live a
life of fun, live it up, party and yes
flaunt what she gets. the movie is an
interesting mix of the fictional and
the realistic. sofia is a feisty and
headstrong girl who is quite fond of
dressing up. but she doesn't have
much space in her wardrobe. when
she comes home she finds that her
elder sister lilly (sayani ghosh) is
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taking the charge of her wardrobe.
lilly has the knack of getting her
clothes from the least used rooms of
sofia's house, embellish them and
get sofia to wear them. sofia, on the
other hand, hates dressing up and
even if she is forced to do it she does
it in a half-hearted manner. sofia is a
rowdy good time girl who not only
wants to live it up but also wants to
love and enjoy. i loved her attitude
even though it was sometimes
annoying. sofia is a likeable
character. she has a good carefree
attitude and despite her usual idiocy
she is quite a likable lead character.
her friend milla is also a likeable
character with a good sense of
humor. her presence and humor at
points made me chuckle. the rest of
the cast are also very good and make
the most of their small screentime.
kanamachi is a highly entertaining
film that is fun and should be
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watched.
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